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March 12, 2013. John Dietz, VP of Products at Adometry, traces the evolution of programmatic buying and describes how quickly advertisers have gone from “guess” to “finesse” when it comes to buying the best ads.



Programmatic Buying And The Evolution Of Ad Tech It was 20 years ago when a now-defunct Silicon Valley law firm placed the first clickable banner ad on Global Network Navigator (an early publisher sold to AOL in 1995). In these last 20 years, we’ve seen big changes in ad technology, fueled by a combination of visionary marketers and advancing technical capabilities. Some of these advances are shown on the timeline below. DIGITAL ADVERTISING TECHNOLOGY 2013



1993



Social Advertising



2012



Data Management Platforms



2010



Ad Attribution



2008



DSPs and RTBs



2007



Dynamic Creatives



2005



IAB Ad Counting Guidelines



2004



Ad Exchanges



2003



Behavioral Targeting Google Ad Words



2002



Mobile Ad Campaign (SMS)



2001



First $1B Quarter



1999



Pop-Up Ads Paid Search



1997



Ad Networks Ad Server Rich Media Ads (Java)



1995



Clickable Banner Ad



1993



These various innovations are driven by the desire to make digital advertising more effective, more efficient, or both. Consider a semi-fictional example of a media planner, Roger, from as little as five years ago. Roger has spent the last few weeks reviewing his clients marketing goals. The client targets young, affluent couples with discretionary income for a non-essential technology purchase. Roger uses tools like Nielsen and comScore to find major sites his target consumers frequent. Armed with this data, Roger sends out



RFP’s to the top 20 publishers, as well as a few ad networks that he’s used many times in the past and that have good reputations. Then Roger works with the search team, where half of the client’s budget is spent because they feel like they need both search and display but aren’t sure which is more valuable. The search team says they need to buy the brand terms and some industry terms based on the click-through rate of previous campaigns. Roger chooses publisher inventory based on the lowest RFP CPMs, sends out creatives and tags, and the campaign is under way. Afterwards, every week or two Roger checks his display clicks and search clicks to measure campaign effectiveness and builds a spreadsheet to provide his client complete explanations for why the display campaign click rates are so low. Fast forward five years. A new media planner, Sarah, is kicking off a fresh campaign. Sarah still uses a few direct publishers, but is increasingly buying inventory through a demand side platform (DSP). She configured the DSP with initial target, but has also integrated that DSP with a centralized platform that measures performance across channels to automatically optimize inventory purchases. Sarah also uses a search bid management tool, integrated with the same centralized platform, to automatically generate bid prices for the highest-performing search terms. Whenever she needs it, Sarah can generate a report for her client showing the real performance of the media as well as an increasing return on ad spend. If only Roger had the benefit of the tools Sarah has at her disposal today.



Technology Limitations Over the years the industry has continually pushed the limits of what is technologically possible. For example, digital advertising was an early adopter of JavaScript, cookies, Flash, Java, scalable computing, mobile devices, social networks, and much more. These technologies enable this innovation, but also place boundaries on what’s possible. In looking at this small sampling of innovations, each provided a point solution for improving advertising effectiveness that improved upon existing practices but stop short of delivering wholesale overhaul. Part of the reason for this is that early efforts in ad targeting, dynamic creatives, pop ups and contextual targeting were positioned as independent solutions to advertising inefficiencies. More recently we’ve seen some efforts in combining these approaches in more holistic systems. Up Next Looking at current trends and enabling technologies, the one that gets people excited is “Big Data.” This isn’t just about collecting billions of data points, we’ve been doing that all along. Big Data is about the computing power to efficiently process those large amounts of data and make decisions based on them. In practical terms, that ability is still relatively new. Five years ago, computing power was too expensive to do the required number crunching, but with recent advances in hardware, cloud computing, and data processing frameworks there are new opportunities to refine and drive advertising efficiencies. The most interesting of these are programmatic buying and multi-touch attribution. Both are particularly exciting because they leverage recent advances in technology and represent a tangible opportunity to reimagine a segment of ad campaign management, throwing out prior practices in favor of modern and more efficient techniques.



As you know, “programmatic buying” encapsulates a number of growing platforms, including DSPs, performance ad networks, and search bid management. These platforms allow marketers to make quick decisions about media buying, leveraging behavioral targeting, context, multiple inventory sources, multiple creatives or keywords, and automating that buying process to generate the best results. While programmatic buying may never completely replace direct buys, brand association, sponsorships and the like, it does provide a very effective way to improve performance across a sizable portion of specific inventory. Combining the ability to process large data sets in near real time and access to multiple sources of inventory with detailed targeting data, these platforms can be instrumental in getting the right message to the right consumer at the right time. Combining these programmatic buying platforms with modern, multi-touch attribution systems offers even more opportunity to marketers. Good attribution platforms access data across multiple channels for the advertiser and model interaction behavior that drives a consumer to make a decision at multiple points in a sales funnel – showing how search interacts with display for example, or how different sites interact with each other for a given audience. Again, this is enabled both by the availability of large data processing systems as well as by looking at multiple dimensions of advertising delivery. Individually, programmatic buying platforms and multi-touch attribution systems will improve marketing results, but combined these advancements set a new standard for performance in advertising technology.



NEXT STEPS To learn more about Adometry, advanced attribution and media verification, please visit us at www.adometry.com



About Adometry



Adometry, Inc. 6801 N. Capital of Texas Hwy. Lakewood Center II, Suite 250 Austin, TX 78731 1-866-512-5425 [email protected]



Adometry, Inc. redefines marketing analytics by combining and interpreting previously silo-ed sources of big data to generate actions that improve return on advertising spend and increase sales. Through its SaaS-based attribution platform, Adometry processes tens-of-billions of marketing touch points from online and offline media channels for some of the world’s largest advertisers to identify the true consumer purchase journey. Adometry’s scientifically proven methodology and flexible, easy-to-implement solution generates the industry’s most accurate insights, in the shortest amount of time. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Adometry is privately held and backed by Austin Ventures, Sierra Ventures, Shasta Ventures and Stanford University. For more information, visit www.adometry.com Copyright 2013. Adometry and Click Forensics are registered trademarks of Adometry, Inc. Adometry Attribute and Attribute Catalyst Framework are trademarks of Adometry, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 0413
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